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1. Two formulas 
Let ( , )S n k  be the Stirling numbers of the second kind (see [9]). The following formula has been 
proved by induction in several publications (for instance, [1], [10], [11], [12], [13]).  For 1n  : 
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Another formula for the same derivative is this 
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Formula (2) turns into (1) immediately when we write  
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then split the sum in two sums, and use the well-known property of the Stirling numbers 
           ( 1, ) ( , ) ( , 1)S n k k S n k S n k     . 
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2. Proof of the second formula and discussion 
It was shown in [3] and [8] that for 1n  , 1x  ,   
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where the polynomials 
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 were called in [3] geometric polynomials. The 
geometric polynomials and the generalized geometric polynomials ,n p  introduced in [3] appear 
in many applications (see, for example [5], [6] and the references in [6]).  
Note that equation (3) for | | 1x   can be written also in the form (cf. (7.46) in [9]) 
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Formula (2) follows immediately from (3) when we replace x  by xe   
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This formula was used in [4] for computing the derivative polynomials for 
tan , cot , sec , tanh , sechx x x x x , and coth x .  
The geometric polynomials n  were used in [7] to obtain the Maclaurin series in t   
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with parameters ,   . 
 
3. Integral representation and Bernoulli numbers 
Proposition. For every nonnegative integer n  and every 0x   we have 
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Equation (4) is a known result that can be found, for example, in the works of Ramanujan (see 
Entry 2 on p. 411 in [2]). A simple proof of (4) can be obtained this way:  
Consider the equation (Fourier sine transform formula) 
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which, by using geometric series, can be written in the form 
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Differentiating this equation n  times for x  yields (4).  
Now, from equation (4) and the equation 
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we derive the integral representation 
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From (5) we compute the interesting limit ( 1n  )  
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is the Riemann zeta function. 
It is natural to connect this result to the Bernoulli numbers defined by the generating function 
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Since 0 1B  , we can write this expansion in the form 
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When 1n  is odd both sides are zeros. When 1 2n m   this turns into a classical result of Euler 
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